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The Blood Of Kings Dynasty And Ritual In Maya Art
This work provides a portrait of Nepal's doom-laden royal dynasty from its
staggering expansion in the 18th century to the massacre in June 2001 - a
sequence of events worthy of a Greek tragedy. Nepal, a fabulous country of
sublime natural beauty, has a history inextricably mixed with kingship. There
have been kings in its mountain valleys for millennia. Buddha Siddharta was born
a Nepalese prince and the current dynasty traces its ancestry to the Rajput
princes from Rajasthan. Nepal is the last Hindu kingdom in the world, in which
the same traditions of kingship are practised now as in Vedic times. Kings are
gods, and history, kingship and myth are culturally woven together. The current
Shah dynasty created modern Nepal and was the complete focus of national
identity.
Throughout history, royal dynasties have dominated countries and empires
around the world. Kings, queens, emperors, chiefs, pharaohs, czars - whatever
title they ruled by, monarchs have shaped institutions, rituals, and cultures in
every time period and every corner of the globe. The concept of monarchy
originated in prehistoric times and evolved over centuries right up to the present.
Efforts to overthrow monarchies or evade their rule - such as the American,
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French, Chinese, and Russian revolutions - are considered turning points in
world history. Even today, many countries retain their monarchies, although in
vastly reduced form with little political power. One cannot understand human
history and government without understanding monarchs and monarchies. This
fully-illustrated encyclopedia provides the first complete survey of all the major
rulers and ruling families of the world, past and present. No other reference work
approaches the topic with the same sense of magnitude or connection to
historical context. Arranged in A-Z format for ease of access, World Monarchies
and Dynasties includes information on major monarchs and dynasties from
ancient time to the present. This set: includes overviews of reigns and
successions, genealogical charts, and dynastic timelines; addresses concepts,
problems, and theories of monarchy; provides background and information for
further research; highlights important places, structures, symbols, events, and
legends related to particular monarchs and dynasties; includes a master
bibliography and multiple indexes.
Warfare, ritual human sacrifice, and the rubber ballgame have been the
traditional categories through which scholars have examined organized violence
in the artistic and material records of ancient Mesoamerica and Central America.
This volume expands those traditional categories to include such concerns as
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gladiatorial-like boxing combats, investiture rites, trophy-head taking and display,
dark shamanism, and the subjective pain inherent in acts of violence. Each
author examines organized violence as a set of practices grounded in cultural
understandings, even when the violence threatens the limits of those
understandings. The authors scrutinize the representation of, and relationships
between, different types of organized violence, as well as the implications of
those activities, which can include the unexpected, such as violence as a means
of determining and curing illness, and the use of violence in negotiation
strategies.
"Allen J. Christenson offers us in this wonderful book a testimony to
contemporary Maya artistic creativity in the shadow of civil war, natural disaster,
and rampant modernisation. Trained in art history and thoroughly acquainted with
the historical and modern ethnography of the Maya area, Christenson chronicles
in this beautifully illustrated work the reconstruction of the central altarpiece of the
Maya Church of Tz'utujil-speaking Santiago Atitlán, Guatemala. The much-loved
colonial-era shrine collapsed after a series of destructive earthquakes in the
twentieth century. Christenson's close friendship with the Chávez brothers, the
native Maya artists who reconstructed the shrine in close consultation with village
elders, enables him to provide detailed exegesis of how this complex work of art
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translates into material form the theology and cosmology of the traditional
Tz'utujil Maya. With the author's guidance, we are taught to see this remarkable
work of art as the Maya Christian cosmogram that it is. Although it has the
triptych form of a conventional Catholic altarpiece, its iconography reveals a
profoundly Maya narrative, replete with sacred mountains and life-giving caves,
with the whole articulated by a central axis mundi motif in the form of a sacred
tree or maize plant (ambiguity intended) that is reminiscent of well-known ancient
Maya ideas. Through Christenson's focused analysis of the iconography of this
shrine, we are able to see and understand almost firsthand how the modern
Maya people of Santiago Atitlán have remembered the imagined universe of their
ancestors and placed upon this sacred framework their received truths in time
present." Gary H. Gossen, Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Anthropology and
Latin American Studies, University at Albany, SUNY Allen Christenson is
Assistant Professor in the Department of Humanities, Classics, and Comparative
Literature at Brigham Young University. " . . . an engaging, quietly intense book
that is in part ethnography, in part pre-Columbian art history and in part a
meditation on the nature of identity and cultural authenticity. It records, with
diligence and grace, the endurance and transformation of belief in the face of
natural and political disaster."--Times Literary Supplement, August 16, 2002
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Donated.
Blood of Kings is a story of murder, lust for power, and revenge. It is the story of
a plot to kill King James Stuart that proved far more dangerous to his life than the
nearly contemporary Gunpowder Plot?a plot so devilish that Shakespeare used it
as the basis for Macbeth. Blood of Kings reveals startling evidence that links the
Gowrie Conspiracy of 1600 to an assassination that changed the course of
European history, and considers the possibility that the bloodline of Mary Queen
of Scots?down to and including the present royal family?might have no legitimate
right to the throne. The book focuses on the Gowrie Conspiracy of 1600. On 5
August of that year, John Ruthven and his brother Alexander were killed in
mysterious circumstances in front of King James VI of Scots, soon to be James I
of England. The book focuses on what actually happened on that day and why it
happened.
The two volumes of Royal Courts of the Ancient Maya provide current
archaeological perspectives on Maya courts conceived as vital, functioning social
groups composed of lords, courtiers, scribes, priests, and entertainers, among
many others. In addition to archaeological data on the architecture and other
spatial attributes of courts, the studies in the two volumes bring to bear on the
topic the most recent evidence from inscriptions, vase paintings, murals and
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friezes, and ethnohistoric records in order to flesh out a portrait of the actors and
roles that made up Maya courts through time and across space. The attributes of
courts are explored in the Maya highlands and lowlands, from the origins of early
kingship through the Classic period to the Postclassic and Terminal epochs.
Pertinent comparisons are also drawn from the Aztecs and other ancient and
contemporary societies. Volume 1: Theory, Comparison, and Synthesis
establishes a carefully considered framework for approaching the study of courts
and their functions throughout the world of the ancient Maya. Volume 2: Data and
Case Studies provides authoritatively current data and insights from key Maya
sites, including Cop Tikal, Caracol, Bonampak, and Calakmul.
On September 13, 1912, the day of Emperor Meiji’s funeral, General Nogi
Maresuke committed ritual suicide by seppuku (disembowelment). It was an act
of delayed atonement that paid a debt of honor incurred thirty-five years earlier.
The revered military hero’s wife joined in his act of junshi ("following one’s lord
into death"). The violence of their double suicide shocked the nation. What had
impelled the general and his wife, on the threshold of a new era, to resort so
drastically, so dramatically, to this forbidden, anachronistic practice? The nation
was divided. There were those who saw the suicides as a heroic affirmation of
the samurai code; others found them a cause for embarrassment, a sign that
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Japan had not yet crossed the cultural line separating tradition from modernity.
While acknowledging the nation’s sharply divided reaction to the Nogis’ junshi
as a useful indicator of the event’s seismic impact on Japanese culture, Doris G.
Bargen in the first half of her book demonstrates that the deeper significance of
Nogi’s action must be sought in his personal history, enmeshed as it was in the
tumultuous politics of the Meiji period. Suicidal Honor traces Nogi’s military
career (and personal travail) through the armed struggles of the collapsing
shôgunate and through the two wars of imperial conquest during which Nogi
played a significant role: the Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895) and the RussoJapanese War (1904–1905). It also probes beneath the political to explore the
religious origins of ritual self-sacrifice in cultures as different as ancient Rome
and today’s Nigeria. Seen in this context, Nogi’s death was homage to the
divine emperor. But what was the significance of Nogi’s waiting thirty-five years
before he offered himself as a human sacrifice to a dead rather than living deity?
To answer this question, Bargen delves deeply and with great insight into the
story of Nogi’s conflicted career as a military hero who longed to be a peaceful
man of letters. In the second half of Suicidal Honor Bargen turns to the
extraordinary influence of the Nogis’ deaths on two of Japan’s greatest writers,
Mori Ôgai and Natsume Sôseki. Ôgai’s historical fiction, written in the immediate
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aftermath of his friend’s junshi, is a profound meditation on the significance of
ritual suicide in a time of historical transition. Stories such as "The Sakai Incident"
("Sakai jiken") appear in a new light and with greatly enhanced resonance in
Bargen’s interpretation. In Sôseki’s masterpiece, Kokoro, Sensei, the
protagonist, refers to the emperor’s death and his general’s junshi before taking
his own life. Scholars routinely mention these references, but Bargen
demonstrates convincingly the uncanny ways in which Sôseki’s agonized
response to Nogi’s suicide structures the entire novel. By exploring the historical
and literary legacies of Nogi, Ôgai, and Sôseki from an interdisciplinary
perspective, Suicidal Honor illuminates Japan’s prolonged and painful transition
from the idealized heroic world of samurai culture to the mundane anxieties of
modernity. It is a study that will fascinate specialists in the fields of Japanese
literature, history, and religion, and anyone seeking a deeper understanding of
Japan’s warrior culture.
The Resurrection Plate, a Late Classic Maya dish, is decorated with an arresting scene. The
Maize God, assisted by two other deities, emerges reborn from a turtle shell. At the center of
the plate, in the middle of the god’s body and aligned with the point of emergence, there is a
curious sight: a small, neatly drilled hole. Art historian Andrew Finegold explores the meanings
attributed to this and other holes in Mesoamerican material culture, arguing that such spaces
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were broadly understood as conduits of vital forces and material abundance, prerequisites for
the emergence of life. Beginning with, and repeatedly returning to, the Resurrection Plate, this
study explores the generative potential attributed to a wide variety of cavities and holes in
Mesoamerica, ranging from the perforated dishes placed in Classic Maya burials, to caves and
architectural voids, to the piercing of human flesh. Holes are also discussed in relation to fire,
based on the common means through which both were produced: drilling. Ultimately, by
attending to what is not there, Vital Voids offers a fascinating approach to Mesoamerican
cosmology and material culture.
An illustrated, social history of corn discusses the people who, for seven centuries, have
planted, eaten, worshipped, processed, and profited from corn, also describing its reaches into
commerce, religion, poetry, and alcohol. Reprint.
One of the Time 100 Best Fantasy Books Of All Time Two men rebel together against
tyranny—and then become rivals—in this first sweeping book of an epic fantasy series from Ken
Liu, recipient of Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards. Hailed as one of the best books of
2015 by NPR. Wily, charming Kuni Garu, a bandit, and stern, fearless Mata Zyndu, the son of
a deposed duke, seem like polar opposites. Yet, in the uprising against the emperor, the two
quickly become the best of friends after a series of adventures fighting against vast conscripted
armies, silk-draped airships, and shapeshifting gods. Once the emperor has been overthrown,
however, they each find themselves the leader of separate factions—two sides with very
different ideas about how the world should be run and the meaning of justice. Fans of intrigue,
intimate plots, and action will find a new series to embrace in the Dandelion Dynasty.
Thanks to powerful innovations in archaeology and other types of historical research, we now
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have a picture of everyday life in the Mayan empire that turns the long-accepted conventional
wisdom on its head. * Includes numerous illustrations and drawings plus depictions of
important artifacts such as the murals of Bonampak and the hieroglyphic stairway of Copan *
Provides detailed maps of major Maya cities as well as other research sites
A portrait of Nepal's doom-laden royal dynasty from its staggering expansion in the 18th
century to the massacre in June 2001. Nepal has a history inextricably mixed with kingship.
There have been kings in its mountain valleys for millennia. Buddha Siddharta was born a
Nepalese prince and the current dynasty traces its ancestry to the Rajput princes from
Rajasthan. Nepal is the last Hindu kingdom in the world, in which the same traditions of
kingship are practised now as in Vedic times. Kings are gods, and history, kingship and myth
are culturally woven together. The current Shah dynasty created modern Nepal and was the
complete focus of national identity. It was, then, a tragedy of Shakespearean proportions when
the heir to the throne, frustrated by his mother in his desire to marry a girl from a rival clan,
slaughtered as many of the royal family as he could find in the palace. In a few bloody minutes
Crown Prince Diprendra committed matricide, patricide, fratricide and suicide and ensured for
himself a place in history's pantheon of deranged monarchs.
Volume IV deals with the 'Middle Ages'. It starts with the expansion of Islam and closes with
the discovery of the New World. Various events during this period led to a significant
expansion in communications: the rapid spread of Islam and of Gengis Khan's Mongol Empire,
as well as the Crusades and the development of trans-Saharan and maritime routes around
Africa to the Indian Ocean, leading to multiplied exchanges between the peoples and cultures
of Africa, Asia and Europe.
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By making full use of the progress in deciphering the Maya hieroglyphic code, this examines
the world and minds of the creators of Maya art, including a look at the Maya calendar.
Traje, the brightly colored traditional dress of the highland Maya, is the principal visual
expression of indigenous identity in Guatemala today. Whether worn in beauty pageants, made
for religious celebrations, or sold in tourist markets, traje is more than "mere cloth"—it plays an
active role in the construction and expression of ethnicity, gender, education, politics, wealth,
and nationality for Maya and non-Maya alike. Carol Hendrickson presents an ethnography of
clothing focused on the traje—particularly women's traje—of Tecpán, Guatemala, a bi-ethnic
community in the central highlands. She covers the period from 1980, when the recent round
of violence began, to the early 1990s, when Maya revitalization efforts emerged. Using a
symbolic analysis informed by political concerns, Hendrickson seeks to increase the value
accorded to a subject like weaving, which is sometimes disparaged as "craft" or "women's
work." She examines traje in three dimensions—as part of the enduring images of the "Indian,"
as an indicator of change in the human life cycle and cloth production, and as a medium for
innovation and creative expression. From this study emerges a picture of highland life in which
traje and the people who wear it are bound to tradition and place, yet are also actively
changing and reflecting the wider world. The book will be important reading for all those
interested in the contemporary Maya, the cultural analysis of material culture, and the role of
women in culture preservation and change.
At an excavation of the Great Aztec Temple in Mexico City, amid carvings of skulls and a
dismembered warrior goddess, David Carrasco stood before a container filled with the
decorated bones of infants and children. It was the site of a massive human sacrifice, and for
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Carrasco the center of fiercely provocative questions: If ritual violence against humans was a
profound necessity for the Aztecs in their capital city, is it central to the construction of social
order and the authority of city states? Is civilization built on violence? In City of
Sacrifice,Carrasco chronicles the fascinating story of Tenochtitlan, the Aztec capital,
investigating Aztec religious practices and demonstrating that religious violence was integral to
urbanization; the city itself was a temple to the gods. That Mexico City, the largest city on
earth, was built on the ruins of Tenochtitlan, is a point Carrasco poignantly considers in his
comparison of urban life from antiquity to modernity. Majestic in scope, City of Sacrifice
illuminates not only the rich history of a major Meso american city but also the inseparability of
two passionate human impulses: urbanization and religious engagement. It has much to tell us
about many familiar events in our own time, from suicide bombings in Tel Aviv to rape and
murder in the Balkans.
The essays in Transforming the Dead: Culturally Modified Bone in the Prehistoric Midwest
explore the numerous ways that Eastern Woodland Native Americans selected, modified, and
used human bones as tools, trophies, ornaments, and other objects imbued with cultural
significance in daily life and rituals.
The story of King Arthur and the quest for the Holy Grail is well known; less so is that of the
coming of Christianity to Britain at around the time of the Roman invasion. It is generally
assumed that both these legends revolve around town of Glastonbury, yet the paucity of
evidence for this assumption has always been troubling to those who like their history to be
founded on fact. In this extraordinary book, Adrian Gilbert reveals the location to be not just of
the true 'Avalon' or 'Glastonbury' but of many other sites crucial to the Arthurian legend. He
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shows how the core teachings of Christianity were kept secret by a dynasty of Welsh kings and
saints and later (after the Norman invasions) by their surviving descendants. For centuries this
remnant of the Brittano-Welsh nobility, still living in 'Avalon', kept alive a hope: they prayed that
one day a new Arthur, one with the holy blood of the family of Mary flowing in his veins, would
sit once more on the throne of Britain. Extraordinary as it may seem, this hope may soon be
realised - for through the late Diana, Princess of Wales, our own Prince William, whose middle
name is indeed Arthur, is so descended.
Whereas many books in this field deal with individual aspects or texts of the study of family
laws, Leviticus: The Priestly Laws and Prohibitions from the Perspective of Ancient Near East
and Africa examines extensively biblical texts, ancient Near Eastern text, and oral traditions
from Africa. Thus, three different cultures converge: the world of the Hebrew Bible, the world of
the ancient Near East, and the world of Africa. This volume examines in detail the history of the
development of ancient laws in general and family laws in particular, especially the laws
relating to marriages between close relatives. Furthermore, Johnson M. Kimuhu looks at
prohibitions and taboos in Africa and the problems they pose with regard to the interpretation
and translation of difficult biblical concepts into African languages. In that sense, Kimuhu
provides an example of how to contextualize or integrate African traditions into the study of
biblical Hebrew, and he also offers insights into the current debate on the study of kinship from
the point of view of social/cultural anthropology and the Hebrew Bible legal system. Teachers,
students, and researchers in biblical studies, ancient Near Eastern studies, African traditions,
and social/cultural anthropology will find this book helpful in their quest to understand family
laws, prohibitions, and taboos.
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This highly informative tour of a lost civilization discusses Mayan history and culture and
focuses on seven sites that exemplify the Mayan tradition of using public places to record their
history and belief system. Maps, drawings & photos.
This edited volume mainly focuses on the practice of taking and displaying various body parts
as trophies in both North and South America. The editors and contributors (which include
Native Peoples from both continents) examine the evidence and causes of Amerindian trophy
taking. Additionally, they present objectively and discuss dispassionately the topic of human
proclivity toward ritual violence. This book fills the gap in literature on this subject.
Set 300 years before the events in A Song of Ice and Fire, FIRE AND BLOOD is the definitive
history of the Targaryens in Westeros as told by Archmaester Gyldayn, and chronicles the
conquest that united the Seven Kingdoms under Targaryen rule through to the Dance of the
Dragons: the Targaryen civil war that nearly ended their dynasty forever.
Women Who Live Evil Lives documents the lives and practices of mixed-race, Black, Spanish,
and Maya women sorcerers, spell-casters, magical healers, and midwives in the social
relations of power in Santiago de Guatemala, the capital of colonial Central America. Men and
women from all sectors of society consulted them to intervene in sexual and familial relations
and disputes between neighbors and rival shop owners; to counter abusive colonial officials,
employers, or husbands; and in cases of inexplicable illness. Applying historical,
anthropological, and gender studies analysis, Martha Few argues that women's local practices
of magic, curing, and religion revealed opportunities for women's cultural authority and power
in colonial Guatemala. Few draws on archival research conducted in Guatemala, Mexico, and
Spain to shed new light on women's critical public roles in Santiago, the cultural and social
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connections between the capital city and the countryside, and the gender dynamics of power in
the ethnic and cultural contestation of Spanish colonial rule in daily life.
This intriguing three-volume set explores the ways in which religion is bound to the practice of
daily life and how daily life is bound to religion.
The Comparable Body explores how analogy and metaphor illuminate and shape conceptions
about the human body and disease, through 11 case studies from ancient Mesopotamian,
Egyptian, and Greco-Roman medicine.
Encyclopedia of the Ancient Maya provides an A-to-Z overview of the ancient Maya culture
from its inception to the Spanish Conquest. Exploring Maya society, celebrations, and
achievements, as well as new insights into Maya culture and collapse, this is a sophisticated
yet accessible introduction suitable for students and general readers.
Writing: Theory and History of the Technology ofCivilization traces the origins of writing tied to
speech fromancient Sumer through the Greek alphabet and beyond. Examines the earliest
evidence for writing in Mesopotamia inthe fourth millennium BC, the origins of purely
phonographicsystems, and the mystery of alphabetic writing Includes discussions of Ancient
Egyptian,Chinese, and Mayanwriting Shows how the structures of writing served and do serve
socialneeds and in turn create patterns of social behavior Clarifies the argument with many
illustrations
How can men be brought to look steadily on the face of battle? Tenochtitlán, the great city of
the Aztecs, was the creation of war, and war was its dynamic. In the title work of this
compelling collection of essays, Inga Clendinnen reconstructs the sequence of experiences
through which young Aztec warriors were brought to embrace their duty to their people, to their
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city, and to the forces that moved the world and the heavens. Subsequent essays explore the
survival of Yucatec Maya culture in the face of Spanish conquest and colonisation, the
insidious corruption of an austere ideology translated into dangerously novel circumstances,
and the multiple paths to the sacred constructed by 'defeated' populations in sixteenth-century
Mexico. The collection ends with Clendinnen's transition to the colonial history of her own
country: a close and loving reading of the 1841 expedition journal of George Augustus
Robinson, appointed 'Protector of Aborigines' in the Port Philip District of Australia.
Status, age and gender have long been accepted aspects of archaeological enquiry, yet it is
only recently that archaeologists have started seriously to consider the role of sex and
sexuality in their studies. Archaeologies of Sexuality is a timely and pioneering work. It
presents a strong, diverse body of scholarship which draws on locations as varied as medieval
England, the ancient Maya kingdoms, New Kingdom Egypt, prehistoric Europe, and convictera Australia, demonstrating the challenges and rewards of integrating the study of sex and
sexuality within archaeology. This volume, with contributions by many leading archaeologists,
will serve both as an essential introduction and a valuable reference tool for students and
academics.
This volume had its beginnings in the two-day colloquium, "Rethinking Chichén Itzá, Tula and
Tollan," that was held at Dumbarton Oaks. The selected essays revisit long-standing questions
regarding the nature of the relationship between Chichen Itza and Tula. Rather than
approaching these questions through the notions of migrations and conquests, these essays
place the cities in the context of the emerging social, political, and economic relationships that
took shape during the transition from the Epiclassic period in Central Mexico, the Terminal
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Classic period in the Maya region, and the succeeding Early Postclassic period.
The Second Edition of Religions of Mesoamerica comes at a turning point in the study of the
Americas and the religious and cultural histories of the New World. To that end, esteemed
scholar Davíd Carrasco integrates past and current research, developments, and excavations
to vividly synthesize the history of Mesoamerican cultures—their religious forms, ceremonial
centers, complex social structures, view of time and space, myths, and rituals. Carrasco’s
deep yet concise overview takes readers on an absorbing journey where they experience the
dynamics and complexities of Aztec and Maya cultures, the Spanish conquest, and cultural
combinations of European and indigenous ideas and practices. He skillfully demonstrates how
the religious imagination was and continues to be crucial to the survival and creativity of
Mesoamerica and its Chicano/a descendants.

Based on newly deciphered hieroglyphics, this account of the Maya civilization of
the pre-European era examines the crucial role of monarchy
The Blood of KingsDynasty and Ritual in Maya ArtGeorge Braziller
The study of tourism as a complex social phenomenon, beyond simply business,
is increasing in importance. Providing an examination of perceptions of culture
and society in tourism destinations through the tourist's eyes, this book discusses
how destinations were, and are, created and perceived through the 'lens' of the
tourist's gaze.
Long before European boats reached the shores of the Americas, sophisticated
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civilizations had already developed throughout the continents. The empire of the
Maya, located in modern Mexico and Central America, influenced civilization
there for centuries. The ancient Maya had fully developed the idea of the
calendar, detailed a writing system, pioneered new ideas in agriculture, and built
towering palaces and temples that still stand today. Empire of the Ancient Maya
gives a brief summary of the history of the empire, placing it within the context of
its time period and geographical location, and then explores the evolution of
Maya civilization from its origin through the classic period to the Spanish
conquest. Delving into daily life, the book includes Maya achievements in
mathematics, astronomy, technology, political organization, commerce,
architecture, and the arts.
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